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'These memoirs of the chief of the Nazi Commandos. whose

most famous exploit was the kidnaping of Mussolini in 1943. are
as interesting for what they leave unsaid as for what they say.:
Skorceny's account of his dire-devil missions and the painstaking,
preparations which precede° them are a worthwhile addlUon to
commando literature. What Is more fascinating, however, is the
author's personal history since.
the war..:-the most dangerous man In
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enoe since an American war based on his wartime record, and
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part In the Battle of the Bulge, : he currently offers,
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de -Plashileatlan court in 4948. We lrecord of the various missions be
has been vat-Mush': reprted ini undertook at the behest of Ritter,A.3,entina and in Paris. More re- of whom he abyss., speaks the
cent dispatches :S.7-m bins secure most mesons toms. His most
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._in an alpine hideout forming the dulling feat was the air abduc-tough Core of a OM Oellnal3 Oa . , tion. in 1943. of kfue.ourd from
tionalist moverremt — caned Der loom Dom% other. II Duce emi
Spinne. the spider —sparked by :confined by his countrymen.:intransigeant ax-Nazis, Be haat
also hem; reported as the owed lie describes frankly the Whiri

lot courtship . by the soviets irs.of such projects as the ilimmlc
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laraeceirmdrive to recruit top NorliPlan to bomb New York and coo

•	 ,plalas constantly of thexigtrardi
I Of this, as I my. the hoog : ness ct his resources gamest
7Jacket gives no hint. or pub-iwith those of the British.
:Ushers, with undue reticence. do: In his most interesting Pass;
;not mention. either the tact that : he recounts Use sabotage one
!publication of the memoirs in a Bons which Were his contribu
:conservative French newspaper to the Batik of the Bulge.
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has seen wince the war. More-l alse in the chewing Of gum and .
:over. Skomeny is said to be using:"the American nay Of °Perlin.
!proceeds from the book to financei eharettes ." In deference to the
.his new Nazi
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